Playing Olivier is no job for an ordinary mortal, so John Judd’s Larry can be forgiven for acting a little less elegant than his peerless model (his seedy costuming doesn’t help much, either). But Susan Bennett’s dynamic Joan and Lee Roy Rogers’s distraught Vivien bring such eeriness to their parts that they almost reincarnate the age. Rogers’s old cowboy-star name notwithstanding, bears an uncanny resemblance in looks, voice, and transparency to the delicately poised feline charmer she is playing. Watching her enact the “manic” phase of her madness, first dancing with a stagehand while humming the waltz from Gone With the Wind, then demanding to fuck him with her husband in the next room, is like seeing someone preparing to enter the first circle of shock-treatment hell. This is impersonation of a very high order, and so is Austin Pendleton’s play.

Julius Caesar at the Belasco suffers from the fact that virtually nobody in the cast knows how to impersonate. Most of them come from the world of television and the movies, where actors prosper mainly by playing themselves. Perhaps the one exception is the director, Daniel Sullivan, who seems to be impersonating Orson Welles’s anti-fascist jackboot version of the play for the Mercury Theatre in 1937. The cast is led by the estimable Denzel Washington as Brutus, whose return to the stage seems to be the motivating—perhaps the only—reason for reviving the play on Broadway.

Welles used modern dress to raise consciousness about Mussolini. Sullivan uses modern dress to lower consciousness about Shakespeare. In this production, you rarely know where you are or how you got there. The Soothsayer is a home-less man pushing a shopping cart. The Romans are in business suits, being checked for weapons at the Senate door by security. (Brutus sneaks the knives through the metal detector in a brie-fcase.) After the assassination, they wage war in berets and fatigues, brandishing pistols and automatic weapons but committing suicide with their knives. Again, where are we and what are we doing here? The only time the production seems located is when it is cooking up a storm, since thunder and lightning know no chronology.

You can’t help but admire Washington’s willingness to return to the stage, but he doesn’t find much to play in Brutus except his furrowed-brow decency. The part may not be active enough for him—too much thinking, too much hesitation, too many wrong choices for an actor who, in the movies, rarely makes a bad decision. And he doesn’t know what to do with his soliloquies except rattle them off while looking vacantly at the sky. (A less naturalistic actor would have had a conversation with the audience.)

The one time Washington smiles his charismatic smile, you forgive him everything. But he should have played Marc Anthony, whose dialogue remains imprisoned in the clenched throat of an actor from HBO’s Oz named Eamonn Walker. William Sadler approaches Caesar less like he’s heading a government invading Gaul than like he’s running a syndicate taking over the Roman waste-disposal industry. Kelly AuCoin’s Octavius Caesar discusses military strategy with a wad of gum in his mouth. And Jessica Hecht’s highly neurotic Portia seems to be bent on suicide the moment she walks on stage. There are some solid repertory-trained veterans around, such as Colm Feore playing an edgy Cassius, Jack Willis as a laconic Casca, and John Douglas Thompson as a fiery Flavius. But most of this huge cast of thrown-together strangers seems to have come not so much from another world as from another medium. Alas, it is a medium that doesn’t care a lot about impersonation.

John Lewis Gaddis

After Containment

The legacy of George Kennan in the age of terrorism.

The first of the giants of American grand strategy during the Cold War lived to be the last of the giants. When George F. Kennan died a few weeks ago at the age of 101, none of his great contemporaries was left. Truman, Marshall, Acheson, Forrestal, Harriman, Bohlen, and Lovett had all preceded him in death years ago; and even Kennan’s most formidable rival on matters of policy, his longtime friend Paul Nitze, died just last fall at 97.

It is an appropriate moment, therefore, to assess what Kennan and his generation accomplished. For although great grand strategies are bounded by time and space, they also transcend time and space. They all arise, as the strategy of containment did, within particular periods, places, and sets of circumstances. And yet the adjective “great” implies relevance beyond context. It suggests that the strategy in question may serve as a guide in periods, places, and circumstances yet to come.

When Kennan returned to Washington in the spring of 1946, having riveted the attention of the United States government with the longest telegram ever sent from its embassy in Moscow, his first job was to design a course on strategy and policy at the National War College. “We found ourselves thrown back,” he recalled, “on the European thinkers of other ages and generations: on Machiavelli, Clausewitz, Gallieni—event Lawrence of Arabia.” Total war in a nuclear age would be “suicidal,” but there was no American tradition of limited war. So it was necessary to explore other traditions: Montesquieu’s view that “nations ought to do one another in peace the most good, in war—the least possible evil,” or Gibbon’s claim that the “temperate and inde-
sary to be contained share one's own sense of risk. Containment probably would not have succeeded against Napoleon or Hitler, he pointed out in 1947, because both gave themselves historical deadlines—determined presumably by their own mortality—for achieving their objectives. Sticking to timetables was more important to them than avoiding war. They lacked the caution that Marxism-Leninism had instilled in Soviet leaders: "the Kremlin is under no ideological compulsion to accomplish its purposes in a hurry." Kennan reminded the readers of Foreign Affairs that summer. Convinced that history was on their side, Stalin and his successors were prepared to be patient. And this bought the time that was needed for containment to demonstrate that they were wrong.

Nor is it clear that containment would have worked against states whose leaders believed in, as Sir Michael Howard has put it, "the inevitability of, and the social necessity for, armed conflict in the development of mankind." Such views were common in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a fact that helps to explain how so many great powers could have blundered so easily in 1914 into a Great War. But that global conflict, and the one that followed in 1939, profoundly shook "bellistic" assumptions; and the use of atomic bombs in 1945 shattered them. Quite apart from the presence of a cautious adversary, therefore, there was in the postwar era a far more favorable psychological climate than had previously existed for developing measures, such as containment, short of war.

This sense of shared risk persisted throughout the Cold War, which is why the adjective remained attached to the noun. It did not matter whether Democrats or Republicans occupied the White House, or whether reformers or reactionaries inhabited the Kremlin: all feared a third world war. All had societies to defend and states to preserve. Total war had ceased to be a means by which those objectives could be accomplished, even if limited wars were still possible. It is hardly surprising, then, that Kennan and his war-college students read Clausewitz, for it was his great principle that the use of force must never become an end in itself. "The political object is the goal, war is the means of reaching it, and means can never be considered in isolation from their purpose." No major leader during the Cold War would have disagreed.

That fact suggests a second limitation on containment's applicability beyond a Cold War context, which is that it was a state-based strategy. It depended not only on the fear of all-out war, but also on the existence of identifiable regimes that could manage the running of risks short of war. This, too, was consistent with Clausewitz: where else could the capacity to constrain force come from if not the state, the entity created, at the dawn of the modern era, to monopolize the means of violence? To imagine Clausewitz apart from the state is to imagine a boat without water. Might the same be said, then, of containment? Can that strategy function in an environment in which states are no longer the principal threats to be contained?

The attacks of September 11, 2001 posed that question for the United States in the starkest possible terms. The Bush administration was quick to conclude that Cold War strategies—containment and the deterrence that accompanied it—would not have worked against Al Qaeda. How does one contain someone who, before striking, is invisible? How does one deter someone who, in the act of striking, is prepared to commit suicide? These problems led Bush to announce a new grand strategy of pre-emption. The United States would henceforth act multilaterally, where possible, but unilaterally where necessary, to destroy terrorists before they could hit their intended targets. The purpose was to defend states against stateless enemies.

But Bush's strategy was less of an innovation than at first it seemed to be. Pre-emption had never been ruled out during the Cold War. No American president, in a nuclear age, would have knowingly risked another Pearl Harbor. Nor was Al Qaeda an entirely stateless enemy. Osama bin Laden ran it from Taliban-controlled Afghanistan, against which the Bush administration swiftly and successfully retaliated in the fall of 2001. Its first clear act of pre-emption also took place against a state, Iraq, in 2003. One purpose was to frighten the leaders of any other states who might be harboring terrorists or thinking about doing so: but that was deterrence, with a view to countering an anticipated danger. Pre-emption by the Bush administration's logic, then, led back to containment. It did not replace containment.

Yet there is another way of under-
standing September 11 that might indeed make containment obsolete. It comes from claims that the attacks could only have occurred because of a diminished capacity on the part of all states to control what happened within their territories and across their borders. If September 11 initiated a new age of insecurity in which the actions of only a few individuals could endanger entire societies, then strategies of containment as traditionally conceived would be of little use. Containment presumed threats from states seeking to survive. It was never designed for movements seeking martyrdom. Preemption in such situations, the argument runs, may be the only feasible option.

A third limitation on containment’s relevance beyond a Cold War context has to do with the persistence, throughout that conflict, of something obviously worse than American hegemony. It is clear in retrospect that the United States retained a preponderance of power—in all of the categories that constitute power—throughout the last half of the twentieth century. But it did so more often by invitation than by imposition: as long as the Soviet Union was the alternative, there was always something worse, in the eyes of most of the rest of the world, than the prospect of American domination. That minimized the “friction” to use Clausewitz’s term—that hegemony might otherwise have generated.

With the end of the Cold War, however, the unintended advantage that the Soviet Union had given the United States disappeared—also did the urgency of cultivating allies and neutrals who, if neglected, might defect to the other side, or at least threaten to do so. Multilateral consultation diminished steadily during the administrations of George H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton, not because the principle was objectionable, but because the practice seemed less necessary than it had during the Cold War. George W. Bush’s administration inherited unilaterally. It did not invent it.

But it certainly intensified unilaterally in several ways: through tactless diplomacy with respect to the Kyoto Protocol on global climate change, the International Criminal Court, and the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty; through the casualness with which it brushed aside offers of help from NATO allies in invading Afghanistan; through its single-minded determination to overthrow Suddan Hussein despite widespread opposition within the international community; and through its reluctance to acknowledge, having conquered Iraq, that it had no clear idea what to do there. All of this led to an unprecedented loss of support throughout the rest of the world for the United States and its foreign policy objectives. The view seemed to be emerging that there could be nothing worse than American hegemony if it was to be used in this way.

If this trend continues, the basis for American power will indeed have shifted from invitation to imposition, a very different context from the one in which containment arose during the Cold War. When Kennan wrote in 1947 that “the United States need only measure up to its own best traditions,” he assumed that those traditions would have greater appeal beyond American borders than would those of the Soviet Union and the international communist movement. He was right: the existence of such rivals provided an eminently realistic reason for Americans to respect their own ideals and try to reflect them, for the most part successfully, in their actions. But if the United States now ceases to do that—if it creates a new tradition of imposed rather than invited power—then it should hardly be surprised to find little that might transfer from the strategy of containment that produced its own pre-eminence.

Containment cannot be expected to succeed, therefore, in circumstances that differ significantly from those that gave rise to it and sustained it, and within which it eventually prevailed. Kennan’s objection to invoking it “in situations to which it has, and can have, no proper relevance,” in this sense, makes sense. He never claimed that the pre-containment strategies he studied at the National War College could be wrenches from their historical contexts and applied uncritically in the early Cold War. And yet he obviously did believe in selective transferability: otherwise there would have been no point in studying the grand strategists of the past. It is worth considering, then, what aspects of containment might remain relevant in a post–Cold War, post–September 11 world.

One has to do with a kind of intellectual geography: Kennan’s strategy of containment mapped out a path between dangerous—even deadly—alternatives.

Despite the persistence of a multipolar international system, the dominant trend in thinking about strategy through the end of World War II had been one of bipolar extremes: war or peace, victory or defeat, appeasement or annihilation. The idea that there could be something in between—neither war nor peace, neither victory nor defeat, neither appeasement nor annihilation—had never been clearly articulated. It had been implicit, as Kennan noted, in the strategies of earlier eras, but it had disappeared with the advent of mass mobilizations, lethal technologies, and the total wars they made possible. Imagination itself had failed, making the first half of the twentieth century a period of unprecedented violence among the great powers. There seemed to be no middle ground.

The second half of the twentieth century turned out to be very different. Despite the emergence of a bipolar international system, the dominant trend in thinking about strategy was one of avoiding extremes. Nuclear weapons had something to do with this, but so did the idea of containment, which preceded the Soviet-American nuclear stalemate by almost a decade. When seen in this context, containment was a feat of imagination, made all the more impressive by the bleak circumstances in which it originated. The transferable lesson here is a psychological one: that any strategy in which the only choices available are deadly, dangerous, or otherwise undesirable requires re-thinking.

A second transferable principle follows: that enemies should be encouraged to defeat themselves. The idea goes back
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at least to Sun Tzu. It pervades Clausewitz. It is what Marx and Lenin expected would happen to capitalism, the internal contradictions of which were supposed to bring about its collapse. Both Kennan in the late 1940s and Reagan in the early 1980s reversed this logic, insisting that it was Marxism-Leninism, not capitalism, that carried within itself the seeds of its own destruction. The United States could, through its actions, increase the strains under which the Soviet Union and its allies operated; but in the end the inefficiencies of command economies, the absence of political accountability, and the improbability that an internationalist ideology could indefinitely suppress nationalist instincts would cause communism's demise.

Exploiting contradictions also makes sense in a post-September 11 era, because the interests of terrorists and those of the states that support them are not always the same. Terrorists have no economic program; states in an increasingly interdependent world must have one. Terrorists substitute intimidation for representation, a bargain that has not proved sustainable in a democratizing age. And states seek to survive even if terrorists do not; even rogue states have an interest in preserving the international state system, because they have no way of knowing what might replace it. These contradictions are at least as striking as the ones within the communist world of which the practitioners of containment took advantage, and over the past few months in the Middle East their consequences have become unmistakable.

How does one know, though, when such opportunities might arise? Answering this question brings up a third transferable principle from the strategy of containment, which is that history is more useful than theory in anticipating what is to come. Kennan’s insights during the early Cold War went well beyond the conventional wisdom of the time. He insisted that Stalin was not another Hitler; that an authoritarian state need not be impermeable to external influences; that an ideology based upon a deterministic view of the past could miscalculate the future; that international communism would not remain monolithic; that war and appeasement were not the only choices open to the United States and its allies in dealing with the dangers that confronted them.

It is not at all clear which theories might have yielded such conclusions. They came instead from Kennan’s reading of Gibbon on the Roman Empire, from his knowledge of the history and the culture of Russia, from his own crash course on the grand stratagists while at the National War College—and even from works of imagination, as when he cited Thomas Mann’s Buddenbrooks to make the point, about the Soviet Union, that “human institutions often show the greatest outward brilliance at a moment when inner decay is … farthest advanced.” Formal theory, in seeking universal validity, too often disconnects itself from the flow of time. It pays insufficient attention to how things became what they are, which usually offers the best clue to what they will become. History, in contrast—and also literature—distsills past experience in such a way as to prepare one for future uncertainties.

The process is intuitive, even impressionistic, involving the ability to see that a situation is “like” one or more that have existed in the past, and that it is worth knowing how the analogous cases were handled. It requires the self-confidence to be selective, the self-discipline to be clear, and a certain amount of self-dramatization to get one’s point across. (What else could an eight-thousand-word telegram have been?) It benefits from insights into human nature, which theory rarely provides. It is ironic that Kennan is remembered today as one of the founders of “realism” within the field of international relations, for he never considered himself to be a theorist at all. He was by temperament, by training, and later in life by choice a historian. And he would have liked to have been a novelist.

FOURTH ASPECT OF THE strategy of containment that might be transposed to other contexts has to do with the relationship between coherence and accountability. Here Kennan was less than prescient: he worried that the volatilities of domestic politics would make it difficult to sustain a consistent grand strategy. He once compared democracy, famously but unwisely, to a “prehistoric monster with … a brain the size of a pin.” In a sense, he was right: there were repeated re-inventions of containment, with new administrations too mindlessly rejecting the ways their predecessors had applied it. When one looks at the American record throughout the Cold War, though, one cannot help but be struck by the extent to which the larger objectives of containment—avoiding the extremes of war and appeasement while waiting for the Soviet Union to change itself—remained the same, regardless of which party occupied the White House and which approach to containment each chose to embrace.

From that perspective, then, the volatilities look like course corrections imposed by the obligation of democratic accountability. The requirement to hold an election every four years may have made it hard to maintain consistency, but it was a safeguard against complacency, against the compulsion to continue failing strategies in the face of evidence that they were failing. To see the value of this, consider the performance of the Soviet Union, China, and the satellite regimes of Eastern Europe, where the only way to replace defunct strategies was to wait for their architects to die or to be overthrown. That did happen, of course, but not frequently enough to provide protection against the dangers of authoritarianism—the tendency to persist in error that the absence of accountability encourages.

Nor did shifting approaches to containment impede another kind of accountability, which was the need to combine leadership with consent. It is striking that after four and a half decades of the Cold War, the alliances with which the United States began that contest were largely intact, while the Soviet Union had hardly any allies left. The prospect of something worse than American hegemony helps in part to explain this outcome. It is also the case, though, that the strategists of containment never underestimated the importance of allies. They worked hard to maintain multilateral consent for American leadership in waging the Cold War, without at the same time allowing the need for consultation to paralyze their alliances. Containment in that respect also sets a standard to which future grand strategists—perhaps even current ones—might aspire.

A final lesson from the past that will be usable in the future comes chiefly from Eisenhower, although Kennan agreed with it: it was that containment must not destroy what it was attempting to defend. Eisenhower’s concern was that, in the effort to resist an authoritarian adversary, the United States itself might become authoritarian, whether through the imposition of a command economy or through the abridgment of democratic procedures. That never hap-
pened. Despite the military-industrial complex, the nation maintained its markets; despite McCarthyism, it sustained and ultimately strengthened civil liberties; despite the excesses of Vietnam and Watergate, the strategy of containment never came close to corrupting fundamental American values. They remained, at the end of the Cold War, what they had been at its beginning. The same can hardly be said of fundamental Marxist-Leninist values. So in this sense, too, containment was consistent with Clausewitz: it was an extension of war, diplomacy, and values by other means.

On February 22, 1946, sick in bed from the rigors of a Moscow winter and irritated as usual at the Department of State, Kennan summoned his secretary, Dorothy Hessman, and dictated an unusually long telegram. That document has a better claim than any other to having laid out the path by which the international system found its way from the trajectory of self-destruction it was on during the first half of the twentieth century to a trajectory that had, by the end of the second half, removed the danger of great-power war, revived democracy and capitalism, and thereby enhanced the prospects for human liberty beyond what they had ever been before.

An extravagant claim? Perhaps—but would anyone on that day have regarded the world as safe from the scourge of great-power war? How could it be, when it had not even been possible after World War II to convene a comprehensive peace conference? Or as safe from the dangers of authoritarianism? How could it be, when the Western democracies had to rely, during the war, upon one authoritarian state to defeat the others? Or as safe from a recurrence of economic collapse? How could it be, since there was no assurance that another global depression would not return? Or as safe from abuses of human rights? How could it be, when one of the most advanced nations in Europe had just committed the crime of genocide on an unprecedented scale? Or as safe from the fear that in any future war no one would be safe? How could the world be that either, with atomic weapons having been developed, and with little prospect that they would remain under exclusive American control?

What Kennan opened up, on that bleak day in Moscow in 1946, was a way out: a path that rejected the appeasement and the isolationism that had led to World War II, on the one hand, and on the other the alternative of a third world war, the devastation from which, in a nuclear age, would have been unimaginable. Fifty-nine years later there is much more than a long telegram—and a very long life—for which to be grateful.

---

Robert Alter
One Man's Kafka

K.
By Roberto Calasso
Translated by Geoffrey Brock
(Alfred A. Knopf, 327 pp., $25)

Ever since the publication of Kafka's major fiction in the mid-1920s, beginning a year after his death in 1924, there has been a certain perplexity about how to discuss this strange body of work. From the outset, Kafka's writing struck readers as quintessentially modern—indeed, he was often seen, and with the passage of time would continue to be seen, as a paradigmatic instance of literary modernism. Yet the peculiar fact is that there are no other modern writers who really resemble him. Kafka's unnerving subversion of the assumptions of literary realism has often been seized on as a central expression of his modernist iconoclasm, but nothing akin to it is detectable in the fiction of Musil, Mann, Joyce, Woolf, or Faulkner. He made himself the prose master of a world of bafflement—a condition shared equally if differently by his protagonists and his readers—in which the uncanny could explode without warning from a junk room, from the ring of a doorknob, from a portrait hanging in a seedy office. He created floundering central characters stripped of all but the most vestigial personal memory; social institutions driven by what appeared to be an insane illogic; representations of urban and rural space that were weirdly elastic, resistant to any coherent mapping.

Confronted with a new mode of fiction so stubbornly enigmatic and yet somehow imaginatively authoritative, critics set out at once to interpret it. The early precedent was set by Kafka's friend and literary executor Max Brod, who encouraged readers to look for theological symbolism. Kafka has been interpreted from a variety of theological angles (Kabbalistic, Gnostic, post-theist, even Catholic), and he has been discussed in psychoanalytic, Zionist, Marxist, and other ideological terms. Gerhard Scholem, who late in his life grouped the works of Kafka with the Bible and the Zohar as the texts to which he had devoted the most unflagging scrutiny, saw in Kafka what he deemed to be the hallmark of the canonical, which he defined as endless interpretability.

As early as 1934, however, Scholem's friend Walter Benjamin was expressing unease with the very idea of such exegeticism: "There are two ways to miss the point of Kafka's works. One is to interpret them naturally, the other is the supernatural interpretation." This tart objection to interpretation still seems just. To interpret Kafka's fiction is to coerce it into a framework of stable meaning—sliding down the slippery slope toward allegory—that the work itself seems devised to unsettle. Still, it remains unclear what the alternative to interpretation might be. Benjamin's own gestures toward an alternative in his two essays on Kafka are immensely suggestive, but they are really no more than the brilliant, episodic impressions of an imaginative reader.

Roberto Calasso's study, which covers Kafka's three novels, some of the major short stories, and material from the diaries and the posthumous fragments, reflects a resolute determination not to interpret the master. In certain respects, Calasso is ideally positioned to carry out this sort of project, and his sometimes engaging book has been quite ably translated by Geoffrey Brock. Calasso is not an academic, but the head of a distinguished publishing house in Milan, and as a freewheeling literary intellectual, he feels no obligation to obey the guild rules, or recite the buzzwords, or do obei-